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Mars Stationary Retrograde  23 Jan 2012 in 11th House
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18 Nov 2011 08:35 am 03Ò–41'  ¥ Enters Rx Zone
23 Jan 2012 04:51 pm 23Ò–06'Ñ ¥ Stationary Retrograde

Mars Stationary Retrograde in 11th House
It may be hard not to seem to be at odds with usually friendly forces during this period, as 
everyone is casting about to get something done and progress is slow. It's easy for you to 
blame your friends (and they you) for failures that are really just bumps in a shared road. 
Remind yourself that comradeship is more lasting than a passing storm, and you'll all be 
around when the weather clears. Sometimes you can become too wrapped up in promoting 
your own image to see who and where that image came from. When you have to push, push 
together -- it's not only easier that way, you've all already done it before.

13 Apr 2012 08:41 pm 03Ò–41'  ¥ Stationary Direct
Mars Stationary Direct in 11th House
Pushing hard to garner support may not have been having the intended effect lately, but 
feelings of being stalled by the roadside are about to give way to the sounds of busy traffic. 
Remember that your backing may not always come from what you simply seek yourself but 
from that which is awarded to you on your merits, ones you may not even be aware of. Do not 
grasp, but let others seek you out for your strong points, and you will find their energies shore 
you up and propel you on when you need to take some of the burden off your own shoulders.

19 Jun 2012 12:57 pm 23Ò–06'  ¥Leaves Rx Zone

Saturn Stationary Retrograde  07 Feb 2012 in 01st House
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03 Nov 2011 10:48 pm 22Ò—46'  § Enters Rx Zone
07 Feb 2012 04:38 am 29Ò—30'Ñ § Stationary Retrograde
24 Jun 2012 11:39 pm 22Ò—46'  § Stationary Direct
01 Oct 2012 08:20 am 29Ò—30'  §Leaves Rx Zone
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Mercury Stationary Retrograde  12 Mar 2012 in 06th House
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26 Feb 2012 11:52 pm 23Òœ51'  £ Enters Rx Zone
08 Mar 2012 11:51 am 05Ò‘55'  £ Â ¢
08 Mar 2012 06:16 pm 06Ò‘03'  £ Â £
09 Mar 2012 02:45 am 06Ò‘13'  £ Â ¦
12 Mar 2012 00:44 am 06Ò‘49'Ñ £ Stationary Retrograde

Mercury Stationary Retrograde in 06th House
The next three weeks could easily throw some kinks into your schedule and make your 
routine suddenly unroutine. You have the opportunity now to iron out the wrinkles that may 
have been bothering you but which were somehow still left unattended. You may be wise to 
put great leaps forward temporarily on the backburner until you are sure there is nothing to 
trip you up along your way when you make your moves. This may result in coming to some 
reconclusions about how and with whom you deploy your creative juices. Listen to that inner 
voice to make sure you heard it right, then get back into gear.

14 Mar 2012 11:34 pm 06Ò‘13'Ñ £ Â ¦
Mercury Conjunct Jupiter (Retrograde)
Mercury making a pullback on your Jupiter should put a focus on reorganizing your go-ahead 
game plan and see if your horsepower plant could use a tune-up before you put in more gas. 
If you're not running on all cylinders, now is the time to find out and be sure everything is in 
gear before putting the pedal to the metal. That means rooting out half-baked (though well-
meant) goals and ambitions and remixing a formula that burns clean and hot. Pull back from 
overextension and put all you've got into a revised plan -- the one you're revising now.

15 Mar 2012 08:32 am 06Ò‘03'Ñ £ Â £
Mercury Conjunct Mercury (Retrograde)
Mercury's about-face on your own natal Mercury should be giving you a message to rethink 
your thinking -- take a second look at the way you analyze your situation and see if you can 
get rid of blockages, generally streamline the way you size things up. Fresh approaches are 
in the wind as you now can better pick out what has become stale and what bears real fruit. 
Throw old assumptions to the wind and investigate new formulas for handling your 
organizational needs. When you've separated out the trash, you'll feel a lot lighter and 
trimmer whenever you're asked to deal with a situation. Spend the next few weeks picking 
things apart, then move on with a new approach.

15 Mar 2012 03:20 pm 05Ò‘55'Ñ £ Â ¢
Mercury Conjunct Sun (Retrograde)
Mercury's reversal directly on your Sun is a road sign for coming reevaluation of your 
fundamental energies, the way you project yourself from the inside out. Perhaps it is time to 
again put to words and rephrase just what it is that you're all about, and fine-tune your inner 
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beacon's lens so that your light shines more clearly on the world. The message is: Don't take 
yourself for granted and don't let precious resources sit idly by when you can put all your balls 
in play. Don't just deal from a full deck, but from a full and knowing heart, without reservation.

04 Apr 2012 03:05 am 23Òœ51'  £ Stationary Direct
Mercury Stationary Direct in 05th House
A period of changeability and shifting focus has turned the corner and you will increasingly 
know better which choices are viable and which are not. Provisional projects will turn into final 
directions; distractions will be identified and pushed aside. Wherever you do wind up going, 
don't simply forget the road not taken, the path decided against. Keep them in your memory 
bank as they may turn up in other guises later and you'll already be halfway there. Follow 
through on what looks like a winner now, but don't let seemingly wasted time be forever lost 
by throwing away its fruits. Act selectively, but retain all.

22 Apr 2012 09:15 am 05Ò‘55'  £ Â ¢
Mercury Conjunct Sun
Mercury turning back to action on your Sun means this three-week period of reshifting is best 
rid of through the sheer force of your personality. Where things had gotten tangled, a willing 
smile and a positive attitude will cut through the confusion and clear up misunderstandings. 
Where you might have done well before to delay and see which way the wind blows, now you 
can be the wind itself and blow away the mists that may have limited visibility for all 
concerned. Don't expect instant sunshine, but you can count on clearing skies and relieving 
rays to decorate the coming days.

22 Apr 2012 11:59 am 06Ò‘03'  £ Â £
Mercury Conjunct Mercury
Mercury hurling itself back into the fray right on your natal Mercury can mean more than one 
brainstorm and that "Aha!" feeling can be the order of the day. When that light bulb overhead 
switches on, be ready to pick up and run with the new plan that can put you ahead of what 
has been a slower-than-usual game. You may find yourself becoming information central as 
others gravitate toward what you have noticed first, but make sure it bears the stamp of your 
imprimatur before you give it away. You can copyright an idea, but you can make sure 
everyone knows where it came from to establish your leadership.

22 Apr 2012 03:15 pm 06Ò‘13'  £ Â ¦
Mercury Conjunct Jupiter
As Mercury turns around after three backwards weeks, it's right on your Jupiter, which should 
put you into the forefront of what's happening next. Claim the vanguard, and others will thank 
you for rescuing them from a sea of hesitation and indecision. It's becoming time to finally 
choose, and you can be the choice -- just step forward boldly with your beliefs and the rest 
will be history. Even if it's old, paint it like it's new, dress it like the future, and that's what it will 
be. You needn't have all the details, just the confidence in your direction -- take care of the 
rest once you're under way.

23 Apr 2012 03:38 am 06Ò‘49'  £Leaves Rx Zone
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Pluto Stationary Retrograde  10 Apr 2012 in 03rd House
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21 Dec 2011 07:42 am 06Òš57'  ª Enters Rx Zone
10 Apr 2012 03:41 am 09Òš34'Ñ ª Stationary Retrograde
17 Sep 2012 04:35 pm 06Òš57'  ª Stationary Direct
07 Jan 2013 11:15 am 09Òš34'  ªLeaves Rx Zone

Venus Stationary Retrograde  15 May 2012 in 09th House
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11 Apr 2012 08:44 pm 07Ò“29'  ¤ Enters Rx Zone
27 Apr 2012 09:33 pm 18Ò“47'  ¤ Â ª
15 May 2012 07:29 am 24Ò“00'Ñ ¤ Stationary Retrograde

Venus Stationary Retrograde in 09th House
Big plans and ideal notions may seem to satisfy less during this period, or may seem less 
affordable. Satisfying a large appetite can tire you more than trimming back and tasting only 
what truly satisfies. You may find that what you really want and believe in is getting dragged 
down by what you used to care about but which no longer carries its weight. If you want it, go 
for it, but if not, let it go without regret. Enthusiasm requires focus, and this is a good time to 
regain yours. When you think you're being denied, it may be that you're actually sated. Time 
to tune up those taste buds in every sense of the phrase.

31 May 2012 07:17 pm 18Ò“47'Ñ ¤ Â ª
Venus Conjunct Pluto (Retrograde)
Who controls what you want? Do you? Sometimes it's hard to say, especially when you feel 
in competition with others for what you might be choosing on your own. Venus backing off 
your Pluto (it's happening to all your age mates) should make you realize that there's no real 
competition for what you really want, although keeping up with the neighbors could pull the 
wool over your eyes. When you back off initial confrontations, you may find that there's no 
real issue and, in fact, only common ground. Take the time to spell it out so everyone feels 
comfortable and on the same page.

27 Jun 2012 08:05 am 07Ò“29'  ¤ Stationary Direct
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Venus Stationary Direct in 08th House
Ask and you shall receive, but you've got to know what to ask for and who to ask, both of 
which may have been the subject of some confusion of late. After feeling around for the 
answers, resolution now becomes more accessible and the resources available for you to 
draw upon become a bit more clear. The key may be to focus on one thing at a time and not 
to scatter your shots and waste your powder. Pick a target and go after it until it yields up 
what you want. Besiege the objects of your desire until they surrender to your resolve. A 
broadening of your vision will result from drawing intensely on your surroundings.

24 Jul 2012 11:39 am 18Ò“47'  ¤ Â ª
Venus Conjunct Pluto
Venus kicking off from your Pluto pushes must-have issues to the fore and you may find 
yourself at loggerheads with others who want what you want and may not want to share. 
Remember only that compulsive needs fulfilled seldom satisfy for long, so if you're feeling 
driven, keep one foot on the brakes. Fighting for fleeting fantasy, however urgent, is probably 
not worth the effort, and the most powerful will is the one that can keep still, so don't feel you 
have to prove yourself. Let others drain themselves in the fray, while you shoot for bigger 
game and longer-term satisfaction.

31 Jul 2012 06:00 am 24Ò“00'  ¤Leaves Rx Zone

Neptune Stationary Retrograde  04 Jun 2012 in 05th House
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13 Feb 2012 01:09 am 00Òœ22'  © Enters Rx Zone
04 Jun 2012 07:44 am 03Òœ09'Ñ © Stationary Retrograde
10 Nov 2012 06:51 pm 00Òœ22'  © Stationary Direct
01 Mar 2013 02:42 pm 03Òœ09'  ©Leaves Rx Zone

Uranus Stationary Retrograde  12 Jul 2012 in 06th House
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26 Mar 2012 06:08 am 04Ò‘37'  ¨ Enters Rx Zone
18 Apr 2012 04:35 pm 05Ò‘55'  ¨ Â ¢
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21 Apr 2012 04:14 am 06Ò‘03'  ¨ Â £
24 Apr 2012 05:09 am 06Ò‘13'  ¨ Â ¦
12 Jul 2012 11:46 pm 08Ò‘32'Ñ ¨ Stationary Retrograde
07 Oct 2012 10:52 am 06Ò‘13'Ñ ¨ Â ¦
11 Oct 2012 11:46 am 06Ò‘03'Ñ ¨ Â £
14 Oct 2012 09:58 pm 05Ò‘55'Ñ ¨ Â ¢
13 Dec 2012 02:16 am 04Ò‘37'  ¨ Stationary Direct
07 Feb 2013 07:45 pm 05Ò‘55'  ¨ Â ¢
10 Feb 2013 07:43 pm 06Ò‘03'  ¨ Â £
14 Feb 2013 07:03 am 06Ò‘13'  ¨ Â ¦
29 Mar 2013 04:03 pm 08Ò‘32'  ¨Leaves Rx Zone

Mercury Stationary Retrograde  14 Jul 2012 in 10th House
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27 Jun 2012 00:31 am 01Ò•26'  £ Enters Rx Zone
29 Jun 2012 02:14 am 03Ò•42'  £ Â ¡
14 Jul 2012 07:11 pm 12Ò•33'Ñ £ Stationary Retrograde

Mercury Stationary Retrograde in 10th House
Just when you think you can enjoy the limelight, you have to turn around and put some more 
spin on your tale to satisfy the onlookers. That scenario can characterize the next three 
weeks when your image may need some polishing and you have to resolve differences of 
opinion on your status. But, a few stumbling blocks well attended to now will open up a path 
of clear sailing down the road. Part of this may be that you haven't really picked up the 
smaller stitches because you've not quite got the bigger picture in focus. Refocus, pull all the 
threads together, and then you're on your way.

01 Aug 2012 02:57 am 03Ò•42'Ñ £ Â ¡
Mercury Conjunct Moon (Retrograde)
Mercury turning around on your Moon may give you the message that you may have been 
missing something emotionally, perhaps not fully accessing your feelings when personal 
matters come into play. It could be time to take a second look at knee-jerk reactions and the 
types of automatic responses that operate under the radar but should perhaps be monitored 
more carefully. Make a renewed effort to make each moment fresh and live and don't just skip 
to what you expect to come next. Your life is only as real as each individual feeling you 
experience, so let there be no forgotten ones.

07 Aug 2012 10:33 pm 01Ò•26'  £ Stationary Direct
Mercury Stationary Direct in 10th House
The best-laid plans for self-promotion may have been getting tangled during the last three 
weeks, but the wind is changing and you'll begin to find it easier to chart your course, 
especially career wise. Correcting misconceptions about yourself is an important task to 
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undertake, as you can't benefit if others don't really know where you're at. That especially 
applies where you are trying to nurture valuable connections that will buoy you up in weeks to 
come. When you make things perfectly clear, that's just what they become, and clearing up 
confusion clears the skies in general.

14 Aug 2012 05:33 am 03Ò•42'  £ Â ¡
Mercury Conjunct Moon
Mercury kicking off its return to action on your Moon tweaks your sensitivities to the 
confusions and delays of the last few weeks and enables you to make snap decisions to 
regain headway and get things back to normal. If it feels right, it probably is right, and you'll 
even likely be able to find exactly the right words for it. Tune up your antenna for 
communications arriving that impact your emotional state and clear up mixed messages you 
might have been relying on. Keep it light and breezy if you can, as others may be depending 
on your cheerful attitude to infuse them with the same.

22 Aug 2012 00:07 am 12Ò•33'  £Leaves Rx Zone

Jupiter Stationary Retrograde  04 Oct 2012 in 08th House
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10 Jul 2012 03:51 pm 06Ò“20'  ¦ Enters Rx Zone
04 Oct 2012 05:30 am 16Ò“23'Ñ ¦ Stationary Retrograde
30 Jan 2013 02:29 am 06Ò“20'  ¦ Stationary Direct
25 Apr 2013 06:45 am 16Ò“23'  ¦Leaves Rx Zone

Mercury Stationary Retrograde  06 Nov 2012 in 02nd House
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18 Oct 2012 05:46 am 18Ò˜10'  £ Enters Rx Zone
06 Nov 2012 02:57 pm 04Ò™18'Ñ £ Stationary Retrograde

Mercury Stationary Retrograde in 02nd House
The coming three weeks mark a period when not only hedging your bets but replacing your 
wagers may be just the right thing to do. When resources come up short, don't hesitate to 
reallocate them in order to provide yourself a firm foundation and a springboard to the future. 
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Redesign with an eye toward giving yourself some extra padding, rather than relying on last-
minute income to fill in the gap. Less is more when you streamline your operations, and that 
may include reshuffling the way you present yourself on a day-to-day basis, in order to 
become a better part of the flow of life around you.

26 Nov 2012 02:46 pm 18Ò˜10'  £ Stationary Direct
Mercury Stationary Direct in 01st House
After three weeks of readjustment, you can start getting plans back into shape for going 
ahead, which includes some new feathers put on your personal image. You may find you 
have discovered some improved ways of fitting your own leadership into the mix, which will 
firm up during the next few weeks and everyday rhythms get renormalized. Although it might 
not have seemed so a couple of weeks ago, you're increasingly glad to have had the 
opportunity to edit your life a bit so you can better exploit your position both socially and 
financially during the next month or so. Some changes will be momentary, but some will last.

13 Dec 2012 10:00 pm 04Ò™18'  £Leaves Rx Zone


